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Abstract

The AASERT grant, "Intelligent Access to Scalable Cooperative Informations Systems" enabled the UCLA graduate student Michael Minock to address his dissertation toward the role of Explanation and Paraphrase technology in Cooperative Information Systems. Given the requirement of providing explanation for CoBase[2] answers, this work furthered the overall mission of our parent DARPA contract.

In the first year of the AASERT we built a prototype of CoBase capable of generating explanations and descriptions which we demonstrated at the 1994 DARPA Planning Workshop in Tuscon. In the second year the technology in the prototype was extended and transferred to a modular explanation server and integrated with the full CoBase system. The extensibility this system was established by providing explanation for CoBase over Electronic Warfare and Medical Image domains[4]. Currently the Explanation system is undergoing rigorous testing by other graduate students in our group.

Theoretical work focused on the representation of CoBase's trace and the process of computing explanations and generating descriptions[5]. We have produced an instance classification system over which explanation is provably complete, correct, and minimal[6]. Progress has also been made toward an Object-Oriented framework[7] that enables complete and correct description and explanation for applications such as CoBase.

1 Introduction

CoBase[2] provides cooperative (summary, approximate, or relaxed) answers to queries that may contain cooperative operations (e.g. similar-to, near-to) and conceptual terms. Data are organized into conceptual (type abstraction) hierarchies based on the database schema, application characteristics
and user type. The higher levels of the hierarchy provide a more abstract representation of data than the lower levels. Generalization (moving up in the hierarchy), specialization (moving down in the hierarchy) and association (moving between hierarchies) are the three key operations in deriving cooperative query answers.

Relaxation in CoBase can be specified explicitly by the user or calling program, or by query modification via generalization, specialization or association. The cooperative operators are available as extensions to several existing query languages, including CoSQL (cooperative SQL) and CoOQL (cooperative object query language). If the approximate operations are not explicitly specified, or if no exact answer to the query is found, CoBase modifies queries via generalization, specialization or association based on the type abstraction hierarchies. CoBase may use default knowledge about the user and context to control this process. CoBase supports relational databases (e.g. Oracle and Sybase). We have demonstrated the feasibility and functionality of CoBase on top of a Transportation Planning Database and in the domain of logistics planning. CoBase technology has successfully been integrated into the GLAD system and was demonstrated in the IFD 1.2 July 1996.

Similar to a human expert, CoBase should be able to offer explanations of the answers it yields. If a user submits a high-level or imprecise query (e.g. similar-to or near to operators) and is presented with the set of answers alone, the user might ask - "why these answers?" Such a question demands an explanation. Explanation Systems[9] provide dynamic information as opposed to the static information of traditional help systems. This includes explanations and descriptions of how the system interpreted the user’s question and how the search for answers was conducted. In the case that the user’s question is ill-posed, the system should be able to offer an explanation of why. In the case that an answer did not exist, the quality of approximate answers needs to be explained. Alternatively if there are too many answers, then the presentation of a subset of answers will need to be explained as being particularly suited to the user. We use a transportation database to illustrate the problem. Such a database includes information about planes, ships, airports, seaports, cargo characteristics, etc.

Suppose the user poses the query: "Is there an airport in Gafsa, Tunisia with a runway length greater than 8500' ?"

It happens that there is no such airports, so CoBase relaxes the location name attribute to find nearby airports with runway length greater than
8500'. The following is presented.

S1: There is no airport where location is Gafsa and runway length is greater than 8500 feet.

S2: There is no airport where region is South West Tunisia and runway length is greater than 8500 feet.

S3: Through the relaxation of Gafsa to all location names in South Tunisia an airport in location Gabes with runway length equal to 9126 feet has been found.

S4: The whole region of Tunisia could still be searched for an airport where runway length is greater than 8500 feet.

The user may select text fragments to obtain further explanation and description. Although not shown here, sensitive text fragments are stacked hierarchically, letting the user interact with a single word, phrase, sentence or paragraph. When the user 'clicks' the text "Through the relaxation of Gafsa to South Tunisia" the following options are presented.

1.) Show map of South Tunisia including Gafsa and Gabes
2.) Give more detailed description of relaxation action

If the first option is clicked then a map appears, and if the second option is clicked then a more specific description of exactly how the query was relaxed is provided.

2 Initial Proof of Concept

With the motivation of integrating Explanation and Cooperative Information systems established, in the first year of the AASERT proposal we focused on building a prototype of CoBase capable of generating explanations and descriptions. This prototype was implemented in LISP and LOOM[3] and used the ISI Aspect Text planner[8] for natural language generation. The LOOM classifier was used as an inference engine that formed a basis of explanation through classification. The user interface was written in CLIM and the SIMS[1] system handled the underlying relational queries dispatched by CoBase.
This prototype was demonstrated at the DARPA Planning Workshop held in Tuscon Arizona in February of 1994. The system was well received and performed robustly for queries requiring limited forms of relaxation.

3 Engineering and Formalism

Following the initial proof of concept, the research work split to address practical aspects of bringing explanation to CoBase as well as formal, theoretical issues.

On practical grounds the proof of concept prototype was limited. It stood as an independent system that had only been integrated with a scaled down CoBase, not the full CoBase system of our parent grant. The system was written in LISP and LOOM and was heavy weight and slow. To remedy these short-comings the technology embodied in the initial proof of concept was transferred to a modular explanation server written in C++ and CLIPS. This server was then integrated with a new, more stable version of CoBase being written in C++. A model of query processing was built specifically to interpret CoBase operations and trace-generating operations were added to existing CoBase routines. This modularized the explanation system and reduced its impact on the design and implementation of other CoBase components. The performance of the new explanation system was also superior to the initial proof of concept system. Finally the extensibility of CoBase's explanation system was exhibited when other graduate students applied CoBase to Medical Image and Electronic Warfare domains and received useful explanations.

The formal, theoretical development focused on the representation of the trace of CoBase objects and actions and the process of computing explanations and of generating linguistically sufficient descriptions from this trace. Deeper theoretical issues in explanation and natural language generation were also explored[4]. In this phase of the research an extensive literature review was also conducted. The ongoing formal work has been integrated into the working system. In addition to enabling deeper more complete explanation, this work has also disciplined and clarified the implementation, thus easing maintenance and integration costs.

This period spanned the second and into the third year of the AASERT contract. This work is documented in a paper[5].
4 Synthesis

The last year of the AASERT grant has produced more results. On the theoretical side, we have developed a well defined instance classification system over which explanation is provably complete, correct, and minimal[6]. Elements of this theory are being incorporated into CoBase's explanation system. Another direction is an Object-Oriented framework that enables complete description and explanation[7]. This framework gives applications, such as CoBase, a set of design and implementation requirements that, if adhered to, enable automatic description and explanation of system inputs, outputs, actions, and mechanism.

Finally the integration of explanation and description with the whole CoBase system is nearing completion and is undergoing rigorous testing by other graduate students in our group. A major focus of this work is guaranteeing completeness and correctness of explanation over the actual CoBase system of our parent contract.

5 Conclusions

The AASERT grant, "Intelligent Access to Scalable Cooperative Information Systems" enabled Michael Minock to address his dissertation toward the role of Explanation and Paraphrase technology in Cooperative Information Systems. This lead to a system that provides the CoBase System with robust explanation and description capabilities. This work also makes theoretical and practical contributions toward provably correct and complete explanation.

The work presented here is relevant to the CoBase project and would not have been carried out but for the AASERT program. AASERT is a particularly effective program for insuring the production of U.S. Ph.D.'s in Computer Science. Topics are motivated by, and directed toward, providing useful results for the parent grant. Furthermore, in an era of increased university fees and hidden expenses, AASERT's complete coverage of student expenses reduces the probability of capable students being enticed into entering industry prematurely.
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